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MARKET INDICATORS
As of March 1, 2017
Index/ Bond
PSEi
Dow Jones
S&P 500
NASDAQ
MSCI Asia ex-Japan
MSCI Emerging Market
5 Yr FXTN
10 Yr US Treasury
USD/PHP

Index Level/Yield
7,170.70
21,115.55
2,395.96
5,904.03
564.65
938.47
3.99
2.45
50.30

DoD Change
-41.39
303.31
32.32
78.59
0.31
2.10
2 bps
6 bps
0.03

DoD % Change
-0.57%
1.46%
1.37%
1.40%
0.05%
0.22%

0.0

Source: Bloomberg

NEWS IN THE PHILIPPINES
PH Factories capped 4-month growth slowdown in February


According to an IHS Markit monthly survey conducted for Nikkei, Inc., the Philippines
manufacturing sector gained momentum in February showing a 53.6 Purchasing
Manager’s Index (PMI) rating. After marking a slowdown at the start of 2017 (52.7),
February’s survey put the country back on track as it signaled another solid improvement
in the health of the sector. Greater client demand and high business optimism saw Filipino
factories continue to build stocks at a time when new orders were rising at a faster rate
than production volumes.

Local Bond Market



The yield of the benchmark 5-year bond fell by 2 bps and closed at 3.99.
The local fixed income securities had a negative reaction day-on-day, as markets reacted
to President Donald J. Trump’s address to Congress. 7 yields were negative while 1 was
positive and 2 remained stagnant.
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Philippine Stocks


Local equities continued to close in the red once again during Wednesday’s session as
President Trump’s first major address disappointed investors following the lack of detail
about his economic plans. The PSEi closed at 7,170.70 on Tuesday dropping 41.39 points
or 0.57%.

Philippine Peso


The peso slipped against the dollar after Wednesday’s session closing at 50.30, the weakest
finish in over a decade. The slip was triggered by President Trump’s speech as well as
hawkish comments by the Fed in regards to a rate hike possibly happening this month.

NEWS AROUND THE WORLD
US Manufacturing PMI slips, China’s rises




According to figures released yesterday, US Manufacturing activity eased in February.
Markit’s manufacturing PMI fell to 54.2 from January’s 22-month peak of 54.3. The
slowdown in the index is said to be attributed to a moderation in new order growth and
slightly softer rise in output volumes. Furthermore, manufacturers cited a rise in inventory
levels which create greater production schedules and expected improvements on demand.
China’s manufacturing sector beat expectations in February rising to a three-month high of
51.6 compared to January’s 51.3. Analysts all over the world predicted an average reading
of 51.1, explaining that China’s industrial firms continued to benefit from higher sales prices
and a recovery in demand fueled by a construction boom that usually leads to moderate
expansion.

US Stock Market


US stocks jumped during Wednesday’s session as Banks and other financial companies led
the jump amid heightened expectations that an improving economy will lead to higher
interest rates. President Trump’s policies also helped the US market as he reaffirmed plans
to cut taxes and push for other business-friendly policies. The Nasdaq Composite Index
closed at 5,904.03 which was 78.59 points or 1.40% higher than Monday’s session. The
Dow Jones Industrial Average rose as well, beating 21,000 for the first time ever. It closed
at 21,115.55 or 1.46% which is 303.31 points higher. Meanwhile the Standard & Poor’s 500
Index gained 32.32 points or 1.37% to end at a close of 2,395.96.

Asian Stocks


Asian equity indices closed mostly higher after President Trump’s address. The MSCI AsiaEx Japan Index fell 0.05% or 0.31 points to close at 564.65.
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Emerging Markets


Emerging market equities fell slightly after a President Trump’s disappointing address as
well as host of negative economic releases. The MSCI Emerging Markets Index fell 0.22%
or 2.10 points, closing at 938.47.
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